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A class of random processes with invariant sample paths, that is, processes which yield (with 
probability one) probability distributions that are invariant under a given transformation group of 
interest, are introduced and their properties are studied. These processes, named Dirichlet 
Invariant processes, are closely related to the Dirichlet processes of Ferguson. These processes can 
be used as priors for Bayesian analysis of some nonparametric problems. As an application Bayes 
and Minimax estimates of an arbitrary distribution, symmetric about a known point, are obtained. 
Dirichlet processes priors 
Bayes estimate minimax estimate 
1. Introduction and Summary 
The need for finding a broad class of priors on a subset of the space of probability 
measures is evident when solving nonparametric inference problems within a 
Bayesian formulation. The subsets on which prior distributions are to be defined 
ought to be related with the corresponding nonparametric beliefs. F:erguson [6,7], 
Antoniak [2], and others have dealt with the situation when the subset of interest was 
taken to be the set of all probability measures on a given probability space. However, 
in many nonparametric problems the corresponding beliefs are more structured, and 
thus for meaningful Bayesian formulations of these problems it is necessary to 
consider priors concentrated on smaller subsets, For example, without assuming a 
specific parametric form of the underlying distrrlbution, one might want to estimate 
the median of a distribution assumed to be symmetric, or test for independence 
assuming permutation symmetry (exchangeability!. I-Iere it would be appropriate to 
consider priors on the class of distributions symmetric around arbitrary points or on 
the class of exchangeable joint distributions, respectively. It is noteworthy that in 
each instance some group structure is evident. 
* The research was partially supported by the U.S. Army IResearch Office. The revision was supported 
by a grant No. MCS 78-02160 from the Naticnal Science Foundation. 
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For Bay&an analysis of such problems where the underlying distributions are 
invariant under a given group of transformations, it is essential to find a workable 
class of priors with invariant sample paths, that is, priors which yield (with probability 
one) probability measures invariant under the transformation group of interest. We 
shall refer to random measures with this invariant property for a group 93 as 
%-invariant random probability measures, or simply as invariant random probability. 
From Bayesian analysis considerations, it is important that any such family of 
random measures have several desirable properties describec” in [6] if it is to serve as 
a family of priors for the nonparametric problem at hand. Specifically we know from 
the fundamental work due to Ferguson [6,7] that the family of Dirichlet processes 
satisfies most of the intuitive requirements and hence is useful for Bayesian analysis 
of some nonparametric problems when aI probability measures are in the support of 
each of the priors. 
For this reason a Ferguson-type scheme is used to find ‘Dirichlet invariant 
processes’ which are closeiy related with Dirichlet processes. The basic technique of 
‘slicing’ (see e.g. [ 111) is used to construct these processes. We shall restrict our 
attention to only finite groups on p-dimensional Euclidean space, but it will be 
apparent hat a similar construction can be carried out for any compact topological 
group (i.e. when the invariant Haar measure is finite). 
These Dirichlet invariant processes are slightly more complex than Dirichlet 
processes, but many of the calculations for Bayesian analysis can still be carried out 
with relative ease. Also, because of their closeness to Dirichlet processes, most of the 
properties of Dirichlet processes have related counterparts in the theory of Dirichlet 
invariant processes. Thus, like Ferguson it is possible to give two alternate definitions 
of Dirichlet invariant processes, although we only deal with the one based on the 
gamma processes. Finally as an application we derive the Bayes and minimax 
estimates of an arbitrary symmetric distribution when the center of symmetry is 
known. 
2. Dirichlet invariant processes and invariamit random probability 
Let (8: %I(%‘)) be any p-dimensional Euclidean space with the associated Bore1 
o-field. Let se= {gI, . . . , gk} be any ffinite #group of measurable transformations 
,%+2X The objective is to define a random probability in such a way that, for any 
particular realization, sets B and giB have the same mass. 
Definitiuln 1. Let (J&9, Q) be any probability space, and let 9(%‘) and 3(9’(2?)) 
denote the space of all probability measures on (2, $?(8?)) and the corresponding 
Bore1 U.-field generated by the weak* topology. Further let &: (J&9)+ 
(.NQ, a:Ci%O) b e any measurable mapping. Then the random probability 
measure [( - ) is a (e-invariant random probability measure if &( - ) = L&I - ) for all g in 
93, where LA(O) is the probability of set A under probabili,ty measure C(w). 
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The existence of invarian: random measures follows from a development parallel 
to Jagers [9]. The definition of Dirichlet invariant processes given here will require as 
a parameter a finite measure cx on (Z, 3(2!?)) which is taken to be %-invariant without 
any loss of generality. ??(a, 6) and g(ar, . . . , cyk) will denote a gamma distribution 
(scale parameter p, shape parameter (u) and a Dirichlet distribution with parameters 
(al, - - - , cyk) respectively. 
Definition 2. A %-invariant random probability measure c( .) is a Dirichlet %- 
invariant process if there exists a g-invariant measure LY on (2, .3($?)) such that for 
every %-invariant measurable partition (that is the sets of thle partitions are 5% 
invariant and a(%) measurable) B1, . . . , BI of (Z’, 3?(Z)), the joint distribution of 
(6531, - ’ * , LB,) is %4&), . . . , cu(Bl)). We then write 5~ 331(a). 
Below, by a direct construction, a version of the Dirichlet invarianr process will be 
exhibited. This purely atomic version will also be useful for deriving some of the 
properties. A similar development is possible while dealing with the family of 
infinitely divisible processes, that is processes with independent increments which 
are almost surely nondecreasing and at the fixed points of discontinuities the 
distributions of increments are infinitely divisible. 
Let Q! be any finite non-null measure on (2?, =%I(%‘)) and let M = a(%). Also let 
G{ .} = a{. }/M be the associated probability measure on (2, .%(5!?)). Finally let 
N(x) = -M I e-‘y-l dy, O<X COO (X. WI 
be a function associated with the Levy measure of %(M, 1). Now consider the 
(1) 
following independent sets of random variables {.Ii} and {Vi} on the product space. 
The ordered random variables {Ji} are defined by the following laws: 
and (2) 
P{JjSXjIJl=Xl, . . . , 4-1 = Xj-1) = eN(xi)-N’xi-l) for 0 <X <Xi-l* 
Let {Vi} be independent identically distributed random variables with distribution 
G; (Vi} and {Ji} are also mutually independent. It is shown in [83 that x Ji has a 
gamma distribution. So consider random variables (Pi} given by Pj = Ji/C J;. Finally 
consider the mapping (k)-’ Cy Pi C: Sg,,i which is obtained by averaging the map- 
ping C PjSvi over orbits of the group, where S, denotes the probability measure 
degenerate at a point X. Note that the latter mapping gives rise to a Dirichlet 
process. 
. J is a Dirichlet %-invariant process with the associated parameter CY. 
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Proof. Clearly 
where the second equality follows from the fact that 
k-’ f, agi/.(A) z h-l i ‘giVi(gA) 
i=l 
for every realization of Vi. 
This shows that g is an invariant random probability measure. Further, for any 
%-invariant measurable partition BI? . . . , Bt of (%,9(%‘)) we have 
That this has a Dirichlet distribution with parameter (a (BI), . . . , a (Bt)) follows from 
an argument identical to one given in Theorem 2 of [6], completing the proof. 
3. Properties 
3.1. Properties of Dirichlet invariant processes 
Below some properties of Dirichlet invariant processes are stated. The derivations 
are similar to those in [6]. 
Proposition I. Let Pbe a Dirichlet S’nvariantprocess on (8?, 9?(%‘)) withparametercu, 
and let A E a@!‘). Then P(A) = 0 with probability one if and only if a(A) = 0. 
Furthermore, 8P(A) = G(A)(=a(A)/M). 
Proposition 2. Let P be a Dirichlet Sinvariantprocess on (%‘, $3 (2’)) with p’arameter Ly, 
and let Q be any %-invariant probability measure on (SF’, a@‘)) with Q cc a. Then for 
any measurable sets A 1, . . . , A,, and E > 0 l 
:P(JP(Ai)-Q(Ai)lCefori= 1,. . . , m}>O. 
Proposiition 2 indicates the richness of support of Dirichlet invariant processes for 
Bayesian analysis. Another desirable property, that of adequacy can be studied as in 
[4] by considering the mixtures of Dirichlet invariant processes, and it can be shown 
that any invariant random probability can be arbitrary closely approximated in the 
weak* topology by a mixture of Dirichlet invariant processes. This is related with the 
requiremlent hat the family of random probability measures to be used as priors 
should be capable of expressing any belief. 
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heorem 2. Let P be a Dirichlet Y&invariant process with parameter cy. Let Z be a 
measurable real valued function defined on (a”, a(%‘)). If j JZ( da <CO, then 
j 121 dP < CO with probability one, and 8 5 Z dP = j Z dG. 
The proof is similar to Theorem 3 of [6] by observing that Vi and gVi are 
identically distributed. 
3.2. Samples from Dirichlet invariant processes 
Definition 3. Let P be a g-invariant random probability on (S?, .B@?‘)). We say 
X r, , . . , X, is a sample of size n from P if for any m = 1,2, . . . and measurable sets 
AI, . . . , A,, Cl, . . . , C,, 
P’(X1 E Cl,. . . , X, E C, /P(AA . a . , %JLA P(G), . . . , PK’,A) = l-I JYCj) 
as. 
Proposition 3. Let P be a Dirichlet 2%invariantprocess on (8?!, 3(&‘)) with parameter cu 
and let X be a sample of size 1 from P. Then for A E SQ 
S(X E A) = 9(X E gA) = G(A) for any g in 5% 
Corollary 1. X 2nd gX are identically distributed for any g in 3. 
Proposition 4. Let P E %#(a!) and let X be a sample of size 1 from P. Let B,, . . . , Bi 
be a measurable %-invariant partition of 2, and AE%(%). Then 
’ a(AnBi) 
P{X-UVW=Y~, . . . , P(Bd~yJ=C 
1 
M  
x (D(yl, . . . , yd 1 a(Bl’L . . . 9 o(Bi-I), a(Bi)+ 1, o(Bi+l), * * - 3 I)- 
Theorem 3. Let P E 9%1(a), and X1, . . . , X,, be a sample of size n from P. Then the 
conditional distribution of P given X1, , . . , X,, is WH(o +I: i&), where 6%, = 
(l/h) xi”=, 6,x, and SX is a measure degenerate at X. 
Proof. Proof similar to [t;]. 
4. Estimation of the cumulative distribution function of a symmetric distribution 
4.1. Introduction 
In various problems of interest, some external consi eration dictates that the 
underlying distribution be symmetric. For example, in case of a properly adjusted 
chemical balance, the observations can be safely assumed to have a symmetric 
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distribution with the true weight being the center of symmetry. If the precision of the 
balance can be assumed to be the same across a wide range of weights, then the merits 
of a brand of chemical balance may be studied by estimating its cumulative 
distribution function (cdf). This typifies a class of problems in which1 the observations 
are differences between exchangeable random variables (the center of symmetry 
thus is known), and the object is to determine the underlying distribution or some 
function of it. 
The problem of nonparametric estimation of a cdf, when the underlying dis- 
tribution is not assumed to be symmetric, has been studied by many; notably 
Agarwal [l], Ferguson [6] and Phadia [lo]. Agarwal obtained a best invariant 
estimator (for a continuous distribution), Ferguson derived Bayes estimators and 
Phadia studied and found the minimax estimators in this setting. It should be possible 
to obtain better estimators if one imposes and utilizes additional assumptions uch as 
symmetry or other kinds of invariance. 
In this section, as an application of the previous development, Bayes and minimax 
estimators of the cdf of an arbitrary underlying distribution F symmetric about p are 
derived where g is assumed to be known. As the estimation problem for unknown 
p is closely related to the location estimation problem, it will be treated 
elsewhere. 
4.2. Bayes estimation of a symmetk cdf 
For the decision theoretic formulation a parameter space, an action space and a 
loss function need to be specified. The parameter space 9 here is the set of all cdf bn 
the real line R, which are symmetric about a known CL. The action space & is the class 
of all right continuous, non-decreasing functions between 0 and 1. For any cdf F 
in 9 and an estimate .@ in J& following [6, lo] we use the loss function L defined 
by 
L(F, g) = j (F(t)+(t))* dW(t) 
where the weight function W is a known finite measure over R. 
For the Bayes analysis we consider the Dirichlet invariant processes as priors. 
Specifically assume that F E 9331(a) where a! is a finite measure symmetric about pi,, 
and the group % = {e, g}, e(x) = x, g(x) = 2~ -x. Further let A4 = (~(2) and Fo( m} = 
cy{. }/M, the initial guess. 
The risk function of an estimator fin =&X1, . . . , X,) at F is 
R(F,iq= X,IF I (Fit) -h))” d W(t). 
The Bayes risk y(P) is thus obtained by integration with respect o SW(cu), that is 
x~I=I (F(t) -k(t))* d W(t) = 1 8~EXIF(F(t) -&t)j* d W(t). 
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Thus a Bayes estimator l$(t) is obtained by minimizing 2?F XIF(F(t) -$(t))2 for 
every r. Consequently, the posterior mean of F, &(t) = ‘8FIX,F(t), is a Bayes estima- 
tor of F at t. By Theorem 3, 
-00, d+ 82L(-x+3, tH 
&(t) = 
I 
_- 
M+n 
=pnFoW+U -prAP;;,W (4) 
where Pn = M/(M + n) and Fn(t) is the F-symmetrized version of the empirical cdf. 
Thus the Bayes estimator is a mixture of Fo, the initial guess, and F,(t). The weight 
given to F,(t) tends to l-satisfying the intuitive requirement hat reliance on the 
initial guess should decrease as the sample size increases. Further by the obvious 
modification of the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem it follows that the Bayes estimate 
converges to the true distribution function uniformly almost surely. Finally, from (4) 
it follows that the p-symmetrized empirical cdf is a limit of Bayes and thus is likely to 
be admissible. 
4.3. Minimax estimation of a symmetric distribution 
Above the Bayes estimators of arbitrary symmetric cdf were obtained. Being 
Bayes rules they do possess many optimal properties. However the reliance on the 
prior distribution may make them unattractive and hence it is useful to have finite 
sample optimal estimates which do not require any prior knowledge. By using the 
tools developed earlier a minimax estimate of F is obtained below. 
Proposition 5. Let F, be an arbitrary distribution symmetric about a known F. Then, 
fi@ = 
1 1 
4(1+ Jn)+Z$ZJj 
c (6x, +s2’--x.H2(1 :J,,& 
is a minimax estimator of F& with respect to the squared error loss given in (3). 
Proof. To prove minimax nature of the estimator we use the fact that an equalizer 
rule which is an extended Bayes rule is a minimax rule (see e.g. [S, p. 911). For using 
this, we need to evaluate the risk function R(F, fi,J, and further find a sequence of 
Dirichlet invariant process priors for F with respect o which this decision rule will be 
extended Bayes. 
Now, it can be shown that 
and 
Ex(F,(t)-&(t))‘= [4(1 +w’n)ld2. 
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R (F*, &, = W[4( 1 + AZ)]-* 
where W = W(R). 
Now consider a sequence of Dirichlet invariant process priors indexed by k, and 
with defining parameter (ok, where a[k, with total mass Jn, has a jump of $/ln at p, has 
mass :Jn distributed over each of the intervals (-m, -k + ~1 and [k + p, CO), and has 
zero mass elsewhere. 
By Section 4.2, the Bayes estimator for the Lath problem is 
ak Cl> +ii f LaXi ((--OO, ll) + sZJL~X~~(-oo~ tl)l 
@k(C) = i=l 
M+n 
. 
It is enough to show now that 
~XIF~ @k(t) .-&, (t)J2 d W(t) + W[4( 1 + Jn)lA2 = R (F,, $*) as k + co. 
Again by direct calculations it can be verified that 
(Jn +n)%R(P, fik) - 1 
(-c%3) 
{ -u:(t)+$crk(t)) dW(t) 
3Jn 
+ -cr~it)+- 
2 
as k + 00 by the bounded convergence theorem, completing the proof. 
5. Vwiations for other problems 
Ideas introduced here can be extended and used for solving a variety of problems 
even where conventional Dirichfet process approaches fail (e.g. estimation of a 
density function, a unimodal density function, the mode of a distribution, goodness 
of fit tests, etc.). Further work is being pursued jointly with Professor W.J. Hall of the 
UniverGty of Rochester in this direction and several results have been obtained. 
Some oE the preliminary results are discussed in [33. 
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